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Dear Valued Customer,

Events of the past few years have had a dramatic impact on all our 
lives. The tactical equipment sector also suffered at this time with 
many factors still affecting supply chains and product availability. 

As a family-owned and privately held company, the leadership team at 
CLAWGEAR® set out a plan in 2021 to restructure not only our internal 
processes but also how we interact with and deliver the best value 
products to our users.

We have also further strengthened our supply chains and production 
capability across all categories of our business. This is further 
supported by the implementation of a state-of-the-art ERP system.

On the following pages, you can see the fruits of our labour! For 2023, we 
have not only re-engineered the ergonomics of the apparel products we 
have introduced class-leading features such as ATS and DARKSTONE™ 
technology making CLAWGEAR® a leader in tactical apparel. Our load 
carriage team have been working on new and innovative solutions 
for ballistic protection and “on-the-person” equipment storage. The 
engineers in our weapons development department continue to bring 
upgrades and enhancements to many common platforms.

For over ten years CLAWGEAR® has proudly supported law enforcement 
and military professionals and we look forward to supporting you over 
the next decade. 

We are pleased to welcome you to the 2023 CLAWGEAR® workbook 
and to share some highlights of our work.

Sincerely,

HK   TG

CEO’S 
WELCOME 
WORKBOOK
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CLAWGEAR® exists to bring innovative solutions that solve problems for our professional users.

WHAT IS CLAWGEAR?

By working closely with military, law enforcement, and other 
security services we strive to understand their specific needs. 
This means the products we develop begin life with a specific 
problem to solve. 
Our vendors use only the highest quality materials from 
recognized brands that meet internationally recognized 
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standards for quality and performance. Our in-house 
development and prototyping create a proof of concept 
samples that are extensively tested and revised to ensure 
product integrity. Only when testing has been completed and 
signed off, is the product released for manufacturing at our 
specialized factories.

EXPLANATION OF WORKBOOK LAYOUT

GUNPARTS & ATTACHMENTS

FIREARMS
DEPARTMENT

FD -  The engineers in our Firearms 
Department have curated a number 
of gun parts and attachments for 
many popular weapons, including 
Steyr AUG and the AR platform. All 
of these products can be found in 
the light blue FD section.

FDED
EQUIPMENT

DEPARTMENT

GEAR & ACCESSORIES

GD – In the brown section you will 
find products from our Garment 
Department, which includes our 
battle dress uniform (BDU) and 
functional clothing products. 
These are offered in various colors 
and prints either as stock items 
or special make-up projects. For 
the first time, we are also offering 
“female fit” as a special make-up 
on selected BDU styles.

GD
GARMENTS

DEPARTMENT

FUNCTIONAL CLOTHING

ED – In the tan section of our 
Equipment Department, you will 
find a range of items covering 
individual “on-the-man” products 
such as pouches, belts, and other 
innovative storage options. In this 
section, we are also several new 
products for 2023 in the form of 
ballistic protection carriers. All our 
equipment products are produced 
using the highest quality materials.

The CLAWGEAR® brand workbook is organized by the market segments we serve. 
Along the open edge, you will find sections separated by colored tabs.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT ACCORDING TO AQAP2110
For CLAWGEAR® products and projects supplied to the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) or under a NATO contract, the Allied Quality Assurance Publication 
AQAP-2110 shall provide the requirements for the highest quality standards during the 
whole development process, and production. We see compliance with these standards 
as the foundation for the high quality of our products.

GENERAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT ACCORDING TO ISO 9001:2015
Since 2018 all brands within the TMH TRADING GmbH portfolio have followed the 
Quality Management Systems requirements of ISO 9001:2015. The market segments 
served by the products provided by the CLAWGEAR® brand benefit from ISO9001:2015 
registration by ensuring products meet customer, statutory and regulatory 
requirements. In addition, the quality management system strives to enhance 
customer satisfaction through effective product feedback and corrective actions. With 
us, quality is not only monitored, in fact but it is also developed.



We use Merino wool as either 100% of the material 
content or as blends for improved performance. All 
our wool is sourced from suppliers that follow the 
Responsible Wool Standard (RWS). This standard 
protects animal welfare and promotes responsible 
land management.

CLAWGEAR® Advanced Textile Solution (ATS) is a 
lightweight textile with mechanical stretch properties. 
It is made using the latest T420HT high-tenacity fiber 
from CORDURA®. The textiles in the ATS category 
exhibit superior strength, lower moisture pick up, 
faster drying, and are more breathable and extremely 
lightweight.

Products carrying the AGNI™ icon have been tested 
and certified by independent laboratories as being 
flame retardants. These materials are tested to EN ISO 
15025 means no molten debris and afterglow & and 
the flame is less than two seconds. AGNI™ materials 
also exhibit superior color fastness for long service life 
and high air permeability for user comfort. 

Products with this logo have been tested and validated to military 
standards for near infrared reflectance. By reducing the NIR signature 
the probability of detection by low-light devices is significantly 
reduced.

CLAWGEAR® Raptor materials are a collection of 
functional textiles primarily for use in windproof, 
waterproof, and breathable clothing applications. The 
specific composition of the laminates depends on 
end-user requirements. We have within our portfolio 
laminates based on bi-component ePTFE, Polyester, 
and Polyurethane membranes.

Products with the DARKSTONE™ icon have an extremely abrasion-
resistant treatment applied to them. The treatment has minimal effect 
on the textile hand but improves abrasion resistance by a factor of up 
to thirty depending on the version of the treatment. DARKSTONE™ is 
tested to DIN EN530. DARKSTONE™ is REACH compliant.
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NEAR INFRARED (NIR)

All product development for CLAWGEAR® products occurs in Europe from our development centers. New product concepts are 
conceived, designed, and prototyped within our own product labs. Prototypes are tested for suitability for end use and desired 
performance before handing over to our production team.

During this period, designs are critiqued against the design intent and if we have the desired or expected output from the product being 
developed. At the same time, we are working with our supply chain to achieve the required parameters in our materials.

CLAWGEAR® use a number of enabling technologies in the manufacture of our products. To help 
identify the products that incorporate these technologies, the following icons are used:

A critical component of our product development is insuring 
that colors and shades are not only correct but are also 
durable for the practical lifetime of the garment. Our in-house 
quality department verifies colors to recognized international 
standards using visual and photo spectrometry methods.

The measurement and control of near infrared wavelengths provide a level of tactical 
benefit for both attack and defense during military operations. For many years, the 
ability to remain undetected in the near infrared spectrum has been a requirement for 
military clothing and equipment.
During times of limited visibility, these wavelengths can be exploited using night vision 
equipment to detect people or gear. This is especially so when materials and surfaces 
exhibit values outside the normal spectral signature of vegetation.
At CLAWGEAR® we have worked closely with all our vendors to insure the materials 
intended for military and law enforcement meet a recognized standard for spectral 
reflectance. In addition, all our materials are assessed using our in-house spectrometer.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATE & SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Materials Compliance

Our goal is to only use a material that 

the requirements defined under EU 

Law for REACH. In addition, many of 

our vendors comply with the OEKO-

TEX® STANDARD 100 for harmful 

substances.

Animal Welfare

The use of animal-based materials 

in some of our products is strictly 

governed by international global 

standards. The Merino wool we 

use is mulesing-free and from 

sustainable sources.

Manufacturing

All our EU production facilities follow 

strict European Union legislation 

for workers' rights. Those facilities 

outside the EU are assessed through 

independent third-party organizations 

such as the Fairwear Foundation.

COLOUR INTEGRITY

MERINO WOOL

AGNI™ RAPTOR

DARKSTONE™

NIR

ATS

ADVANCED TEXTILES
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The CLAWGEAR® Combat Shirt is a lightweight, fast-drying product for use by military and law enforcement 
professionals. 

Designed to be worn as a stand-alone item or below ballistic protection carriers or stab-resistant vests.  The 
ergonomic design and low-profile seams provide exceptional next-to-skin comfort and freedom of movement while 
the highly breathable textile supports evaporative cooling in higher temperatures.

Careful consideration has been given to color mapping to insure that camouflage patterns and colors provide the 
maximum level of coverage. The material used in the exposed is a CLAWGEAR® development that allows mechanical 
stretch for an extended range of movement.

On both upper arms, a low-profile storage pocket is provided with YKK reverse coil zipper closure. Inside the pocket, 
beckets are provided for the safe attachment of equipment or the storage of individual first aid items.

The outer upper sleeve incorporates Velcro® loop patches and webbings feature for the attachment of IFF indicators, 
V-LITE®, or other unit items.

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

OPERATOR ATS
COMBAT SHIRT

• Mandarin collar with YKK reverse coil zipper closure
• Extended camouflage front and rear yoke
• Low profile upper arm pockets with zipper closure and becket utility loops
• Unique IFF VELCRO® patch on each sleeve
• Ergonomic pre-curved sleeve construction
• Adjustable cuffs with Velcro® hook and loop fastening
• Provision for forearm and elbow protection
• Critical load-bearing areas bar-tacked

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• CLAWGEAR® ATS
• CLAWGEAR® AGNI™
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• CORDURA® 420HT
• MULTICAM® Pattern Camouflage
• VELCRO® Hook & Loop

• CLAWGEAR ATS 185GSM 
 POLYAMIDE/COTTON ripstop 
 with mechanical stretch
• CLAWGEAR AGNI™ 190GSM Flame 
 Retardant Single Jersey knit
• Weight 500g / 17.6Oz
• Sizes - XS through 3XL

COLOURS & CAMOS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

NAVY

COYOTE

WOLF GREY MULTICAM® 
TROPIC

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM® 
ARID

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

FLECKTARN
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The CLAWGEAR® ATS Operator Field Shirt is a next-generation battle dress field shirt. It takes the DNA and learning 
from the original CLAWGEAR® field shirt and brings it to a new level.

The new design is lighter, faster drying, more breathable, and provides an extended range of movement due to the 
use of our ATS technology

Careful consideration has been given to the color mapping to insure that camouflage patterns and colors do not 
contrast.

Upper arms feature low-profile storage pockets with YKK reverse coil zipper closure. Inside the pocket, beckets are 
provided for the safe attachment of equipment or the storage of individual first aid items or other equipment.

The outer upper sleeve incorporates VELCRO® loop patches and webbing features for the attachment of IFF 
indicators, V-Lite®, or other unit items.

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

OPERATOR ATS
FIELD SHIRT 

• Mandarin collar with securing tab
• Low profile upper arm pockets with zipper closure and becket utility loops
• Chest Rig/Plate Carrier Accessible Chest Pockets
• Unique IFF VELCRO® patch on each sleeve
• Ergonomic pre-curved sleeve construction
• Adjustable cuffs with VELCRO® hook and loop fastening
• Critical load-bearing areas bar-tacked
• Ergonomic Design
• Centre Front YKK Zipper Closure with Kissing Welt Cover

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• CLAWGEAR® ATS
• MULTICAM® Pattern Camouflage
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• VELCRO® Hook & Loop
• CORDURA® 420HT
• VELCRO® Hook & Loop

• CLAWGEAR® ATS 185GSM
 POLYAMIDE/COTTON ripstop
 with mechanical stretch
• Weight 700g / 24.7Oz
• Sizes - XS through 3XL

COLOURS & CAMOS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

NAVY

COYOTE

WOLF GREY MULTICAM® 
TROPIC

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM® 
ARID

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

FLECKTARN
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The CLAWGEAR® Operator Combat Pants have been configured for light and fast, short-duration tasks. They feature 
a lower profile design and the CLAWGEAR® ATS materials allow an unrestricted range of movement. The lightweight 
material significantly reduces water pick-up and offers faster drying times while DARKSTONE™ provides enhanced 
abrasion resistance and durability.

The Operator Combat Pants feature four pockets with the ability for personal equipment attachment. The lower 
leg also has the provision for the attachment of items such as IR beacons or tourniquets depending on task or unit 
procedures. The product is constructed using twin-needle sewing with all seams flat-locked for comfort.

Fine-tuning of fit is achievable through hook-and-loop waist tabs, external leg tabs with hook-and-loop adjustment, 
and an internal knee locking cord.

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

OPERATOR ATS
COMBAT PANT 

• Rigger/Stable belt compatible comfort waistband
• Articulated knee area with CLAWGEAR® DARKSTONE™
• Internal Multi-Fit Knee Pad Sleeve
• Cargo pockets are bellows style with bonded flap closure and sitting position access
• Waist slash pockets feature reinforced edges
• Provision provided for external “Knee Caps” (available separately)
• Panel sewing is by double need and flat locked for durability and comfort

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

• CLAWGEAR® ATS
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• CLAWGEAR® DARKSTONE™ SUNBURST
• CORDURA® 420HT
• MULTICAM® Pattern Camouflage
• VELCRO® Hook & Loop

• CLAWGEAR® ATS 185GSM
 POLYAMIDE/COTTON ripstop
 with mechanical stretch
• Weight 700g / 24.7Oz
• Sizes – See Size Chart on the last page.

COLOURS & CAMOS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

NAVY

COYOTE

WOLF GREY MULTICAM® 
TROPIC

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM® 
ARID

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

FLECKTARN
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

RAIDER ATS
COMBAT SHIRT

The CLAWGEAR® Raider Combat Shirt is a lightweight, fast-drying product for use by military and law enforcement 
professionals. 

Designed to be worn as a stand-alone item or below ballistic protection carriers or stab-resistant vests.  The 
ergonomic design and low-profile seams provide exceptional next-to-skin comfort and freedom of movement while 
the highly breathable textile supports evaporative cooling in higher temperatures.

Careful consideration has been given to color mapping to insure that camouflage patterns and colors provide the 
maximum level of coverage. The material used in the exposed is a CLAWGEAR® development that allows mechanical 
stretch for an extended range of movement.

On both upper arms, a bellows-style storage pocket is provided with YKK reverse coil zipper closure. Inside the 
pocket, beckets are provided for the safe attachment of equipment or the storage of individual first aid items.

The outer sleeve incorporates bellows pockets, VELCRO® loop patches, and webbing features for the attachment of 
IFF indicators, V-Lite, or other unit items.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

• Mandarin collar with YKK reverse coil zipper closure
• Extended camouflage front and rear yoke
• Bellows upper arm pockets with zipper closure and becket utility loops
• Unique IFF VELCRO® patch on each sleeve
• Ergonomic pre-curved sleeve construction
• Adjustable cuffs with Velcro® hook and loop fastening
• Provision for forearm and elbow protection
• Critical load-bearing areas bar-tacked

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• CLAWGEAR® ATS
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• CLAWGEAR® DARKSTONE™ YPSILON
• CORDURA® 420HT
• MULTICAM® Pattern Camouflage
• CLAWGEAR® AGNI™
• VELCRO Hook & Loop

• CLAWGEAR® ATS 185GSM
 POLYAMIDE/COTTON ripstop
 with mechanical stretch
• CLAWGEAR® ATS
• CLAWGEAR AGNI™ 190GSM Flame 
 Retardant Single Jersey knit
• Weight 500g / 17.6Oz
• Sizes - XS through 3XL

COLOURS & CAMOS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

NAVY

COYOTE

WOLF GREY MULTICAM® 
TROPIC

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM® 
ARID

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

FLECKTARN
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

RAIDER ATS
FIELD SHIRT 

The CLAWGEAR® ATS Raider Field Shirt is a next-generation battle dress field shirt. It takes the DNA and learning 
from the original CLAWGEAR® field shirt and brings it to a new level.

The new design is lighter, faster drying, more breathable, and provides an extended range of movement due to the 
use of our ATS technology

This style is designed with extended deployment and multi-role capability. The ergonomic design includes mesh 
venting in the front pockets and rear darts. The provision for belt-mounted side arms has been included using 
zippered access. Careful consideration has been given to the color mapping to insure that camouflage patterns and 
colors do not contrast.

On both upper arms, a bellows-style storage pocket is provided with YKK reverse coil zipper closure. Inside the 
pocket, beckets are provided for the safe attachment of equipment or the storage of individual first aid items.

The outer upper sleeve incorporates bellows pockets VELCRO® loop patches and webbing features for the attachment 
of IFF indicators, V-Lite®, or other unit items.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Mandarin collar with securing tab
• Bellows upper arm pockets with zipper closure and becket utility loops
• Chest Rig/Plate Carrier Accessible Chest Pockets
• Unique IFF VELCRO® patch on each sleeve
• Ergonomic pre-curved sleeve construction
• Adjustable cuffs with VELCRO® hook and loop fastening
• Critical load-bearing areas bar-tacked
• Ergonomic Design

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

• CLAWGEAR® ATS
• CLAWGEAR® DARKSTONE™ YPSILON
• MULTICAM® Pattern Camouflage
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• VELCRO® Hook & Loop
• CORDURA® 420HT

• CLAWGEAR® ATS 185GSM 
 POLYAMIDE/COTTON ripstop 
 with mechanical stretch
• Weight 700g / 24.7Oz
• Sizes - XS through 3XL

COLOURS & CAMOS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

NAVY

COYOTE

WOLF GREY MULTICAM® 
TROPIC

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM® 
ARID

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

FLECKTARN
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

RAIDER ATS
COMBAT PANTS

The CLAWGEAR® Raider Field Pants are the lightest, most durable pants for extended deployment tasks. The 
ergonomic design and CLAWGEAR® ATS materials allow an unrestricted range of movement. The lightweight 
material significantly reduces water pick-up and offers faster drying times while DARKSTONE™ provides enhanced 
abrasion resistance and durability

The Raider pants feature eight pockets with the ability for personal equipment attachment. The product is 
constructed using twin-needle sewing for strength and flat-locked seams for comfort.

Fine-tuning of fit is achievable through hook-and-loop waist tabs, external leg tabs with hook-and-loop adjustment, 
and an internal knee locking cord.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

• Rigger/Stable belt compatible comfort waistband
• Articulated knee area with CLAWGEAR® DARKSTONE™
• Internal Multi-Fit Knee Pad Sleeve
• Cargo pockets are bellows style with bonded flap closure and sitting position access
• Waist slash pockets feature reinforced edges
• Adjustable Ankle Hem with CLAWGEAR® DARKSTONE™
• Provision provided for external “Knee Caps” (available separately)
• Panel sewing is by double needled and flat-locked for durability and comfort

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• CLAWGEAR® ATS
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• CLAWGEAR® DARKSTONE™ SUNBURST
• CLAWGEAR® DARKSTONE™ YPSILON
• CORDURA® 420HT
• MULTICAM® Pattern Camouflage
• VELCRO® Hook & Loop

• CLAWGEAR® ATS 185GSM 
 POLYAMIDE/COTTON ripstop 
 with mechanical stretch
• Weight 750g / 26.5Oz
• Sizes – See Size Chart on the last page.

COLOURS & CAMOS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

NAVY

COYOTE

WOLF GREY MULTICAM® 
TROPIC

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM® 
ARID

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

FLECKTARN
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

STRATA 
LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATED JACKET

Within the CLAWGEAR® Strata product family, the Lightweight Insulated Jacket is worn as a stand-alone piece or as 
part of a layering system.

The outer material features a rip-stop weave and MULTICAM® Pattern disruptive print. Side panels extend into the 
armpit area providing high levels of breathability and dexterity.

A continuous filament, hollow core insulation provides warmth with quick-drying capabilities.

Two hand pockets are complimented with a discrete chest pocket using YKK zipper closures.

Draughts are controlled by elasticated cuffs and a drawcord hem.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Mandarin collar 
• Low profile upper arm pockets with zipper closure and becket utility loops
• Unique IFF Velcro® patch on each sleeve
• Ergonomic pre-curved sleeve construction
• Adjustable cuffs with VELCRO® hook and loop fastening
• Provision for forearm and elbow protection
• Critical load-bearing areas bar-tacked

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• CLIMASHIELD® Hollow Core,  
 Continuous Filament Insulation
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• MULTICAM Pattern Camouflage
• Rip Stop Outer Material
• High Breathability Grid Fleece
• YKK Zippers 

• Windproof and Breathable
• Weight 400g / 14.1Oz
• Sizes - XS through 3XL
• Fit: Mid Layer

CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
ALPINE

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

TMH TRADING GMBH  |  ENNSER STRASSE 39  |  4407 STEYR-GLEINK, AUSTRIA  | TEL.: +43 7252 50900 | INFO@CLAWGEAR.COM
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

STRATA
LIGHTWEIGHT SHELL JACKET & PANT

The CLAWGEAR® Strata Lightweight Shell Jacket and Pants are our light and fast windproof, waterproof, and 
breathable garment for high-output activities in inclement weather.

The three-layer laminate combines best-in-class mass transfer of moisture with great weather protection.

Fully featured with YKK® AQUAGUARD zippers throughout, a helmet-compatible hood, and ergonomic construction, 
the Strata Lightweight Shells are the go-to product when the weather turns bad.

TECHNICAL FEATURES - JACKET

TECHNICAL FEATURES - PANTS

• 30D polyamide rip stop face textile
• T2 tricot backer
• 13mm seam tape
• Multi-point adjustable hood
• Laminated hood brim & wicking barriers
• Articulated design optimized for layering
• Hook & loop cuff adjustment
• Ventilation pit zips
• Two external chest pockets, one internal utility pocket
• Critical load-bearing areas bar-tacked

• 30d polyamide rip stop face textile
• T2 tricot backer
• 13mm seam tape
• Technical boot compatible (up to 16cm/6.25”) Ankle diameter
• Laminated hood brim & wicking barriers
• Articulated designoptimized for layering
• Integrated snow gaiter
• Full-length side zippers
• Two external thigh pockets
• G hook suspenders

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

• CLAWGEAR® RAPTOR 3L Laminate
• MULTICAM® Pattern print
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• YKK® AQUAGUARD Zippers

• Weight 450g / 15.9 Oz
• Sizes - XS through 3XL
• Fit: Outer Shell Layer

CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
ALPINE

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

LRICC™
INSULATED JACKET AND HOODY

The CLAWGEAR® LRICC™ Insulated Jacket is a windproof jacket incorporating Primalloft® ThermoPlume® synthetic 
insulation. This insulation, which has a down-like feel and warmth allows chambers to be blown filled, just like 
traditional down.  

The rip-stop polyamide outer material is combined with a plain weave down-proof lining to insure wearer comfort 
and ease of donning/doffing.

The Insulated jacket can be used as a stand-alone product down to -10°C (14°F) or as part of a layering system with 
products from the CLAWGEAR Strata and LRICC™ product lines.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Mandarin collar with YKK reverse coil zipper closure
• Drop Tail Design
• Two external hand pockets
• 2 Internal Napoleon pockets
• Ergonomic pre-curved sleeve construction
• Elasticated Y band cuffs
• Internal draught gaiter
• Drawcord adjustable hem

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• MULTICAM® Pattern print
• PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume®
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• YKK® Zippers

• Weight 860g / 30.3Oz
• Sizes - XS through 3XL
• Fit: Insulated Mid Layer

CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
ALPINE

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

EXTREM 
SHELL PARKA & BIB PANT

The CLAWGEAR® Extrem Shell Parka and Bib Pants, or to use its development name “The Monster”, was conceived 
to solve one problem – protection in extremely cold and wet environments.

The outer shell is windproof, waterproof, and breathable three-layer laminate. We add to this mapped quantities of 
Primaloft® ThermoPlume® for insulation. The jacket is then lined with a plain weave liner for ease of donning and 
doffing.

Externally, there are 5 pockets featuring YKK® AQUAGUARD zippers. Two internal mesh pockets are provided for 
glove/battery/goggle storage.

The detachable hood offers multi-point adjustment and is helmet compatible.

A VELCRO® loop patch is available for the attachment of IFF indicators, V-Lite®, or other unit items.

KEY FEATURES

Only available MC Alpine!

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• CLAWGEAR® RAPTOR 3L Laminate
• PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume®
• MULTICAM® Pattern print
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• YKK® AQUAGUARD Zippers

• Weight Jacket: 1700g
• Weight Pants: 1500kg
• Sizes - S through 3XL
• Only available in MULTICAM® 
 Alpine (other colours by SMU)

TECHNICAL FEATURES - JACKET

TECHNICAL FEATURES - PANTS

• Stand Up collar with detachable hood
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable
• Unique IFF VELCRO® patch on each sleeve
• Ergonomic construction
• 5 External pockets
• Centre front storm flap
• Internal mesh pockets
• Adjustable cuffs with velcro® hook and loop fastening
• Elasticated inner cuffs

• Technical boot compatible (up to 16cm/6.25”) Ankle diameter
• Half torso insulated bib design
• Two chest pockets
• Two thigh pockets
• Articulated design 
• Integrated snow gaiter
• Full-length side zippers
• Two external thigh pockets
• G hook suspenders 
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

LRICC™

RESOLUTE SOP

SLEEPING BAG

The CLAWGEAR® Static Observation Post (SOP) Sleeping Bag brings the highest level of function to cold weather 
comfort.

The SOP Sleeping Bag was designed from the outset to be a multi-function item that can be used for sleep, static 
observation, and extreme cold protection. It allows the transition from a sleeping bag to an insulated overgarment 
without leaving the confines of the product. Used as a sleep system, it can accommodate military footwear in the 
foot box. To transition into a cold weather static OP cold weather system, the two-way center front zipper allows the 
feet to exit the bottom of the bag and the foot box to be folded away. This is further aided by the inclusion of zippered 
armholes.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

• Contoured and ergonomic base shape
• 2/3 Opening center front zipper with “walkabout” capability
• Zippered arm slots for equipment operation or ventilation
• Enlarged foot box to accommodate footwear
• Drawstring hood adjustment
• Insulated storm flaps avoid cold bridges
• Solar loading black liner for faster drying

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

• MULTICAM® camouflage pattern
• Polyamide rip stop weave
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• YKK Zippers
• CLAWGEAR® 100% Polyester 
 Hollow Core Insulation
• DWR external finish 

• Weight 2.5kg / 88.2oz
• Comfort rating to -20°c / -4°f 
 Iso13537:2012 (lower with additional 
 Wind screen bivibag, available separately) 
• Supplied with compression storage sack 
• Sizes – S, M, L

CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
ALPINE

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

LRICC™
GENERAL PURPOSE GAITERS

The CLAWGEAR® GP Gaiters are based on the tried and tested gaiter construction providing weather and dirt 
protection from the boot to the top of the lower leg.

The single-piece construction provides multi-layer protection. Upper leg tension and adjustment uses a captive 
strap with VELCRO® hook and loop fastening. The lower leg is attached using an instep buckle strap and forward lace 
hook.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Highly abrasion-resistant CORDURA® construction
• Crampon and Technical Boot Compatible
• Adjustable instep strap and forward lace hook

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• MULTICAM® camouflage pattern
• 500D CORDURA® 
• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• DWR external finish 

• Extremely durable 500D CORDURA® textile
• VELCRO® hook & loop front closure
• VELCRO® hook & loop upper leg closure
• Adjustable leg tension
• Sizes – S-M or L-XL
• Weigh: 345g / 12.2Oz

CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
ALPINE

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

STRATA
LONG- & SHORT SLEEVE - SEAMLESS

The CLAWGEAR® Strata base layer is the first line of defense in cold weather and high-output activities. The “long 
body” design ensures skin cover is maintained in a full range of movement. The intimate blend of Polyamide for 
strength and natural Merino wool provides durability and comfort for the user. The inclusion of elastane allows an 
intimate fit for maximum wicking and breathability.

The shirt is available in long and short-sleeve configurations and features quick-drying, anti-microbial material with 
stretch for an unrestricted range of movement and comfort.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Polyamide/Merino Wool/Elastane
• Long or short sleeve options
• Crew neck
• Seamless construction with 4-way stretch
• Quick drying & lightweight
• Mapped knit zones chest, underarms, and sleeves
• Double thickness hems
• CLAWGEAR® logo on chest
• Knitted care instructions

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• CLAWGEAR® Merino• Manufactured in Europe to REACH/  

 OEKO-TEX 100 legislation
• Sizes - S through 2XL
• Weigh: 146g / 5.1Oz

COLOURS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

STRATA
LEGGINGS & BOXER - SEAMLESS

The CLAWGEAR® Strata Leggings and Boxer Briefs are performance base layers for use in cold environments. 

The “three-quarter” length leggings avoid ride-up when worn with longer or four-season socks and boots thereby 
reducing pressure points from the material gathered.

The Boxer Briefs are trunk length with mapped zones at the crotch and pouch.

The products feature variable knit density and are quick-drying, and anti-microbial with stretch for an unrestricted 
range of movement and comfort.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

• Polyamide/Merino Wool/Elastane
• Three-quarter length
• Seamless construction with 4-way stretch
• Quick drying & lightweight
• Mapped knit zones at the crotch, pouch & sides
• Double thickness waistband
• Offset knitted CLAWGEAR® logo
• Knitted care instructions

KEY FEATURES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

• CLAWGEAR® Merino• Manufactured in Europe to REACH/  
 OEKO-TEX 100 legislation
• Sizes - S through 2XL
• Weigh: 111g / 3.9Oz

COLOURS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE
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PRODUCT CONCEPT

STRATA
NECK GAITER & BEANIE – SEAMLESS

The CLAWGEAR® Strata Neck Gaiters are designed to provide lightweight, packable, cold-weather protection. The 
Strata Neck Gaiter in STANDARD length provides neck and lower jaw coverage while the EXTENDED option can be 
worn as a double layer in very cold environments or as a single layer providing coverage to eye level to the front and 
head crown to the rear.

The CLAWGEAR® Strata Beanie is a multi-environment, ultra-light beanie for four-season use. The construction 
provides excellent user comfort with a single-thickness, darted head covering with a low profile double thickness 
headband.

The stretch properties and lightweight provide limitless wearing options depending on the task, and tactical 
requirements, and with minimal storage and weight burden.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Polyamide/Merino Wool/Elastane
• Seamless tube construction
• Double-thickness tube ends
• Knitted CLAWGEAR® logo front & centre
• Knitted care instructions

GENERAL FEATURES

KEY FEATURES – BEANIE KEY FEATURES – NECK GAITER

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

• CLAWGEAR® Merino• Manufactured in Europe to 
 REACH/OEKO-TEX 100 legislation

• Two Sizes – S-M or L-XL
• Weigh: 22g / 0.8Oz

• Two Sizes – STANDARD or EXTENDED
• Weigh:
 » STANDARD: 42g / 1.5Oz
 » EXTENDED: 63g / 2.2Oz

COLOURS

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE
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OPERATOR
PLATE CARRIER

The CLAWGEAR® Plate Carriers have been designed to allow quick and easy adaptation for any mission profile 
thanks to multiple interchangeable parts and accessories. All parts of the 3 plate carriers are interchangeable. 

The pre-configured Operator Plate Carrier is assembled with a classic, lightweight laser-cut front and rear panel 
which contain the plate bags. The Operator Placard is a classic PALS/MOLLE front panel that allows the mounting of 
various pouches. The Placard is attached to the plate carrier with commonly known QASM buckles. Once detached 
the Placard can be converted into a chest rig with the CLAWGEAR®Chest Rig Adapter. 

The double-sided 3-inch TEGRIS® Operator cummerbunds are designed to increase user mobility while maintaining 
stability and stiffness common on larger and heavier cummerbunds. The cummerbunds QR (Quick Release) buckles 
are detachable to give the user more modularity during reconfiguration. The shoulder straps can also be fitted with 
an optional QR module as shown or a Uni Loop to user preference.

The plate carrier is designed as “one size fits most”, therefore it can utilize the most popular stand-alone ballistic 
plates. Furthermore, it can be upgraded with dedicated foam pads to increase user comfort. Due to utilizing the 
latest materials and technology, the plate carrier provides high durability and comfort while maintaining a low weight.

• 500D CORDURA®
• 500D/500D CORDURA® Laminate
• VELCRO® Fasteners
• Military grade plastic parts 
• Weight: 878g

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• Laser-cut bonded CORDURA® Laminate

• Lightweight and durable
• One size fits most (SAPI Small, SAPI Medium, 10”x12”)
• Easy and quick interchangeable plate carrier parts 
• Double-sided lightweight, and stiff cummerbunds
• VELCRO® panel for ID patch
• Special CLAWGEAR®Uniloop cutouts for cable management
• Multiple and adjustable placard mounting options 
• Mission profile adaptive 

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

KEY TECHNOLOGIES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

PLATE CARRIER SHOWN WITH FRONT QUICK RELEASE MODULES FITTED.

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE
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PROTECTOR
PLATE CARRIER

The pre-configured Protector Plate Carrier set is constructed with an integrated admin pocket on the front panel 
and a snag-free, low-profile rear panel. The Protector plate carrier utilizes the same Operator placard used on 
the Operator Plate Carrier set to mount various pouches. The placard can also be adapted to form a chest rig in 
conjunction with the CLAWGEAR® Chest Rig Adapter.   

The low-profile Protector elastic cummerbunds are designed to increase the user's mobility and comfort due to their 
ability to stretch. The addition of optional Protector cummerbund inserts allows the user a quick and easy expanding 
storage solution. The inserts can hold a single or double rifle magazine, flashbang, medium-sized radio, or any other 
items similar in size. The content is secured with an adjustable/removable shock cord retainer. The Inserts can be 
rotated 180 degrees vertically, which means that the contents can be accessed either from the top or from the 
bottom. The shoulder straps are low-profile and preconfigured with the option of modifying with QR buckle adapters 
which can be bought separately.

The plate carrier is designed as “one size fits most” therefore it can carry the most popular stand-alone ballistic 
plates. Furthermore, it can be upgraded with dedicated foam pads to increase user comfort. Due to utilizing the 
latest materials and technology the plate carrier provides high durability and comfort whilst maintaining a low weight.

• Lightweight and durable
• One size fits most (SAPI Small, SAPI Medium, 10”x12”)
• Quick and easily interchangeable plate carrier parts 
• Low profile stretch elastic cummerbunds
• VELCRO® Surface for ID patch
• Spacious admin pocket
• Special CLAWGEAR® Uniloop cutouts for cable management
• Multiple and adjustable placard mounting options 
• Mission profile adaptive 
• Low profile design

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

PLATE CARRIER SHOWN WITH REAR UNI LOOP MODULES FITTED

• 500D CORDURA®
• 500D/500D CORDURA® Laminate
• VELCRO® Fasteners
• Military grade plastic parts 
• Weight: 849g

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• Laser-cut bonded CORDURA® Laminate

KEY TECHNOLOGIES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE
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RAIDER
PLATE CARRIER

The pre-configured Raider Plate Carrier is assembled with a hybrid laser-cut front and rear panel that utilizes classic 
PALS/MOLLE webbing. The front panel has a flat admin pocket for storing commonly used equipment. The RAIDER 
Placard is a classic webbing PALS/MOLLE front panel that allows mounting various pouches. The Placard is attached 
to the plate carrier with commonly used QASM buckles. Once detached, the Placard can be converted into a chest 
rig with the CLAWGEAR® Chest Rig Adapter. 

The RAIDER cummerbunds provide a large and stable mounting surface while being lightweight due to their hybrid 
construction. Large cut-outs ensure good breathability and weight reduction. The cummerbunds have a sturdy 
QR buckle closure. The shoulder straps function alone and can also be adapted to use Quick Release or Uni Loop 
modules.

The plate carrier is designed as “one size fits most”, therefore it can carry the most popular stand-alone ballistic 
plates. Furthermore, it can be upgraded with dedicated foam pads to increase user comfort. Due to utilizing the latest 
materials and technology, the plate carrier provides high functionality, durability, and comfort while maintaining a 
low weight.

• Lightweight and durable
• Integrated, flat admin pocket
• One size fits most (SAPI Small, SAPI Medium, 10”x12”)
• Easy and quick interchangeable plate carrier parts 
• 2-sided, breathable, and stable cummerbunds
• VELCRO® Surface for ID patch
• Special CLAWGEAR® Uniloops cutouts for cable management
• Multiple and adjustable placard mounting options 
• Mission profile adaptive 
• Quick Release ready

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

PLATE CARRIER SHOWN WITH FRONT QUICK RELEASE MODULES FITTED

• 500D CORDURA®
• 500D/500D CORDURA® Laminate
• VELCRO® Fasteners
• Military grade plastic parts 
• Weight: 1.04kg

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• Laser-cut bonded CORDURA® Laminate

KEY TECHNOLOGIES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE
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The Operator MAP was created to extend the carrying capacity of the CLAWGEAR® Plate Carriers. The construction 
consists of two main cargo spaces offering a variety of load possibilities. Additional PALS panels, located on the 
sides and front of the backpack, provide an optional platform for even greater expansion of the load capacity.
The full-size, ergonomic, soft shoulder straps attached to the backpack, finished with a spacer mesh for greater 
comfort, also allow the user to carry the product independently.
To ensure a solid attachment to the vest, the backpack is fastened with two heavy-duty zippers on the sides and 
4 small PALS straps in the central rear panel. These securely integrate the pack with the plate carrier's rear panel.

• Dimensions: 21 x 38 x 13,5
• Weight: 718g

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION

• YKK  heavy duty zippers
• Nylon webbing
• CORDURA® 500/500D Laminate PALS panels
• Two detachable compression straps
• Detachable ergonomic shoulder straps
• PALS Compatible

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES KEY TECHNOLOGIES

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

OPERATOR MAP

RAIDER MAP

MODULAR ASSUALT PACK

MODULAR ASSUALT PACK

The Raider MAP was created to extend the carrying capacity of the CLAWGEAR® Plate Carriers. The construction 
consists of a single main cargo compartment with a hydration pocket in the rear. Additional PALS webbing across 
the surface of the backpack provides an optional platform for even greater expansion of the load capacity.
The full-size, ergonomic, soft shoulder straps attached to the backpack, finished with a spacer mesh for greater 
comfort, also allow the user to carry the product independently. 
To ensure a solid attachment to the vest, the backpack is fastened with two heavy-duty zippers on the sides and 
4 small PALS straps in the central rear panel. These securely integrate the pack with the plate carrier's rear panel.

• Weight: 656g

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION

• YKK  heavy duty zippers
• Nylon webbing
• CORDURA® 500/500D Laminate PALS panels
• Two detachable compression straps
• Detachable ergonomic shoulder straps
• PALS Compatible

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES KEY TECHNOLOGIES

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE
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01. The CLAWGEAR®Chest Rig Adapter converts any Clawgear Plate Carrier Placard into a chest rig. The Adapter 
is fully adjustable to fit a multitude of end users and their mission profiles.  The adapter utilizes the same shoulder 
straps as the CLAWGEAR® Plate Carrier, therefore the Placard attachment options can be swapped for a low-profile 
G-Hook or any other similar solution. · Weight: 121g

02. The CLAWGEAR® Plate Carrier Placard is an innovative modular front panel that can be widely adjusted. Due to 
its unique design, it can be adjusted into a single or double-row placard. It can hold up to 3 x SR Magazines / 6 x Rifle 
Magazines in the one-row / two-row configuration · Weight: 215g

03. The CLAWGEAR® Protector Cummerbund Insert is designed for the PROTECTOR elastic cummerbunds. The 
Protector Cummerbund inserts allow the user a quick and easy expanding storage solution. The inserts can hold 
a single or double rifle magazine, flashbang, medium-sized radio, or any other items similar in size. The content is 
secured with an adjustable/removable shock cord retainer. The Inserts can be rotated 180 degrees vertically, which 
means that the contents can be accessed either from the top or from the bottom. · Weight: 48g

04. The CLAWGEAR® Single Mag Insert is designed for the CLAWGEAR® Plate Carrier Placard. The Single Mag Insert 
holds a single AK/AR Rifle Magazine. The magazine is secured with an adjustable/removable retainer. The retention 
has an ergonomic pull tab for easier activation when either securing a magazine or clearing the mag for extraction. 
Three mag inserts can be added across the CLAWGEAR® Plate Carrier Placard.  · Weight: 36g

05. CLAWGEAR® offers a number of accessories and adapters for our plate carrier system. The Shoulder Straps QR 
Module is one of these. A set of adapters left and right, for the CLAWGEAR® Shoulder Straps add a Quick release 
buckle to the end of each plate carrier shoulder strap further enhancing the versatility of the system.· Weight: 78g/ 
set of 2 pieces

06. Another option when adapting a CLAWGEAR® plate carrier is the Shoulder Straps Uniloop Module. A set of 
CLAWGEAR® Plate Carrier shoulder strap extensions which are a simple low profile option offering a durable 
and lightweight shoulder attachment option. The module set can also be purchased as a separate item should 
replacement sets be needed. · Weight: 30g set of 2 pieces

07. Supplied as an optional extra for all three plate carrier systems. The shoulder pads are a set of wrap-around 
laminate pads which secure around the shoulder strap and offer a solid and durable contact point on the shoulder. 
Additionally, they provide the ability to secure kit items that may pass over the shoulder, such as cables, for example, 
using two CLAWGEAR® universal loops on each side. · Weight: 58g/set of 2 pieces

PRODUCT CONCEPT

ATTACHMENTS
PLATE CARRIER ACCESSORIES

01. CHEST RIG ADAPTOR

05. SHOULDER STRAPS QR MODULE 06. SHOULDER STRAPS UNILOOP MODULE 07. SHOULDER PADS

02. PLATE CARRIER PLACARD 03. PROTECTOR CUMMERBUND INSERT 04. SINGLE MAG INSERT

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• Laser-cut bonded CORDURA® Laminate

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
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Designed to provide a highly versatile utility backpack to a wide range of CLAWGEAR® customers the CLAWGEAR® 
Operator 30ltr backpack includes a wide array of features for a wide range of applications. Applications ranging 
from EDC through to 3-day assault pack and beyond, this pack has the capability to adapt to many end-user- 
requirements. 

The pack has numerous separate compartments to allow items to be prioritized and loaded according to end-
user preference. Internal surfaces are lined with velour so further personalization is possible in conjunction with 
CLAWGEAR® inserts, individual pouches which can be packed and secured with Velcro to the velour inside the pack. 

Provision is made for a hydration bladder and drink tube exiting the center top of the pack, and this can be secured 
along the shoulder straps. The front lower pocket offers a spacious cavity behind it when the compression straps 
are loosened and any number of larger on-demand items such as a helmet or wet weather gear can be stored in this 
space. PALS panels are strategically placed about the exterior of the pack to provide attachment points for even 
more items if required. The padded back is stiffened internally with an HDPE panel and the shoulder straps are well-
padded and shaped to offer maximum comfort and function.

• Flexible and modular interior 
• Versatility and adjustability
• Ergonomically shaped carrying system
• Interchangable backplates 
• H2O bladdercompatible
• External Laser cut PAL 
• Weight: 1.68kg

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• 500/500D CORDURA® Laminate
• Velour

• YKK zippers
• Stiffened carrying system
• Ergonomically shaped shoulder straps
• Large side compression
• External low profile mounting points(PALS)
• Top and side carry handles
• Loop velcro for patches and ID
• Bottom attachment points for carrying extra load
• Front-integrated open-top compartment
 for extra load capacity
• Backpack’s top shaped to allow for unobstructed helmet use

PRODUCT CONCEPT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

KEY TECHNOLOGIES ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

OPERATOR 30L
BACKPACK

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE
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01. Designed to function both independently and additionally to stabilize the Outer Belts during use, the central 
core is reinforced with Tegris composite. This makes the belt lightweight but stiff enough to wear a pistol holster on 
it. A simple Uniloop for fastening ensures countless variations of size for ultimate comfort. · Weight: 118g 
 
02. A lightweight and even further simplified version of our Inner Belt offering end users another option to fulfill 
their varied tasks. The low profile and simple construction result in an easy-to-use comfortable belt.· Weight: 94g 
 
03. By combining both an innovative construction technique and state-of-the-art materials, the Operator Outer 
Belt benefits from reduced weight and substantial stiffness. The stiffness contributes to its ability to carry 
various items of kit about its circumference using a PALS-compatible system. The belt is secured with a 25mm  
AUSTRIALPIN COBRA® Buckle providing all the functionality and durability Cobra buckles are renowned for with 
little to no gain in weight. · Weight: 174g 
 
04. The lightweight version of our Operator Outer Belt offers our customers another option to experience one of our 
belts. The lightweight belt offers all the durability and functionality of the standard Operator Outer Belt in the same 
format with the addition of a top-quality polymer buckle. The double lock buckle in 38mm width is color-coded, 
NIR-treated, and secure. · Weight: 139g 
 
05 The Raider Outer Belt is designed with classic PALS webbing attachment in mind. The combination of modern 
materials including a composite Tegris core provides substantial stiffness to the belt. Fastening with the latest 
38mm AUSTRIALPIN COBRA® Snakebite buckle makes size adjustment simple and convenient. · Weight: 198g 
 
06 The Raider Outer Belt Light Weight combines all the fantastic design features and functionality of the Raider 
Outer Belt in a lightweight format. Including the same PALS attachment points and stiffness due to the reinforced 
Tegris core · Weight: 151g 
 
07. Specifically designed to fit through the new CLAWGEAR® sleeves, the Sleeve Belt consists of carefully 
considered layers of webbing, providing good rigidity as a stand-alone belt or when used as planned with a sleeve. 
The center front webbing is cleverly tapered to assist in fitting the belt through the various loops contained within 
the sleeve.  
· Weight: 209g 
 
08. Supporting the CLAWGEAR® Sleeve Belt is the second version in this line, the Sleeve Belt Light Weight. 38g 
lighter than the original due to the use of a military-grade plastic buckle the Sleeve Belt LW maintains all the same 
functionality. · Weight: 171g

PRODUCT CONCEPT

BELTS
ESSENTIALS INNER, OUTER, & SLEEVE BELTS

01. INNER BELT

02 INNER BELT LW

07. SLEEVE BELT

08. SLEEVE BELT LW

06. RAIDER OUTER BELT LW

05. RAIDER OUTER BELT

04. OPERATOR OUTER BELT LW

03. OPERATOR OUTER BELT

ALL CLAWGEAR BELTS ARE AVAILABLE IN SMALL THROUGH XL SIZES

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• Laser-cut bonded CORDURA® Laminate

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
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01. The primary focus when designing our 4 Point Harnesses is to allow the end user the ability to comfortably 
distribute the weight of equipment between our belts and shoulder yokes. The minimalist design functions well as 
a stand-alone product and can also be used while wearing a backpack. The harness geometry, construction, and 
materials selection prioritize comfort and function. · Weight: 193g 
 
02. A logical development of our padded 4 Point Harness is our 4 Point Harness Light Weight, combining all the 
features and functions, of our Padded 4 Point Harness in lightweight and durable laminate construction. The 
harnesses low profile allows it to be worn under a plate carrier, attaching to any of our CLAWGEAR® Sleeves, 
providing enhanced load carriage capabilities whilst maintaining comfortable load distribution across both 
products. · Weight: 150g 
 
03. The Operator Sleeve is a very minimalist yet highly functional product from the CLAWGEAR® design team. It 
is designed to carry equipment. The construction and use of  CORDURA® laminate results in the low profile and 
low weight of the sleeve.  The sleeve size functions in conjunction with a CLAWGEAR® belt of the same size. A 
CLAWGEAR® sleeve belt for example would be passed through the length of the sleeve providing a fastening belt 
within the sleeve. The sleeve has a mounting system for PALS-compatible kits such as pouches and accessories. 
Additional vertical cuts allow a holster to be mounted through the sleeve and onto a sleeve belt, for example, 
passed through the sleeve. The inner Velcro hook allows the sleeve to be secured directly to one of our inner belts, 
thus up to 3 components may be used together. The detachable anti-slip panels can be used to cover the Velcro if 
no inner belt is used. · Weight: 205g 
 
04. The Raider Sleeve has been designed as a universal belt-based system for carrying equipment. Despite the 
conventional construction, based on polyamide webbing, it has been integrated with a 500/500D CORDURA® 
laminate, further enhancing its durability and function. The laser-cut laminate facilitates the use of the 
CLAWGEAR® 4 Point Harnesses to distribute a load between the shoulders and the waist to the user's preference. 
Much consideration has been invested in ensuring a maximum range of PALS cells across the Sleeve. This 
combined with foam padding strikes a balance between comfort and versatility.  
 
The Sleeve is profiled in such a way as to harmonize with the anatomy and distribute the weight of the carried 
equipment in an optimal way. The design allows it to be worn both in combination with an inner belt attached by 
Velcro or with a sleeve belt over clothing, which will not be damaged thanks to the protective Velcro covers.  
· Weight: 285g

PRODUCT CONCEPT

LOAD BEARING
ESSENTIALS 4 POINT HARNESSES & SLEEVES

01. 4 POINT HARNESS 02. 4 POINT HARNESS LW

03. OPERATOR SLEEVE

04. RAIDER SLEEVE

4 POINT HARNESS SHOWN WITH RAIDER
SLEEVE AND THE SLEEVE BELT, SOLD  SEPARATELY.

4 POINT HARNESS LW SHOWN WITH OPERATOR
SLEEVE AND SLEEVE BELT LW, SOLD SEPARATELY.

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• Laser-cut bonded CORDURA® Laminate

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
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01. The Backward Flap Magazine Pouches are characterized by an unusual approach to the ergonomics of 
magazine extraction from a secure position in the magazine pouch. The unique design allows magazines to be 
drawn from both open and closed positions. The elastic shock cord maintains them under compression, holding 
them securely, and eliminating the possibility of them falling out of the magazine pouch. 
· Weight: 48g 
· Fits most 9mm double stack standard-sized magazines 
 
02. Transitioning from a securely closed rifle pouch to an open pouch is fast and intuitive. The open pouch offers 
absolutely no restriction to drawing the magazine, essential if a rapid reload is required. The end user can also 
adjust the shock cord with a cord lock to personalize the tension it requires to open the magazine pouch.  
· Weight: 93g 
· AR15 STANAG Compatible 
· AR15 PMAG Compatible 
· Steyr AUG Compatible 
 
03. The Backward Flap SR Magazine Pouch offers the unique opening properties of the new magazine pouches for 
larger magazine formats in the 7.62 x 51mm NATO range. 
· Weight: 100g 
· AR10/SR25 Compatible 
 
04. An eloquently simple concept, the CLAWGEAR® Elastic Tourniquet Holder could be considered an essential 
part of any soldier or law enforcement official's load out. Lightweight and modular, the use of elastic webbing 
enables quick access and stable storage of the Tourniquet. In addition, the form adapts to the shape and size of the 
Tourniquet. 
· Weight: 47g 
 
05. Not a box-like pouch-style mounting system but more an enveloping folded form, the new CLAWGEAR® 
Tourniquet Holder is a simple and as such highly functional product. It allows a tourniquet to be secured within 
the holder safely. When needed, it allows the tourniquet to be drawn from the holder rapidly and with little to no 
obstruction. Provision has also been made for a marker pen or two to record the time of application. The Tourniquet 
holder can be applied at various locations using the PALS attachment and meeting unit SOP. 
· Weight: 65g

PRODUCT CONCEPT

MAG POUCHES
TOURNIQUET HOLDERS

01. BACKWARD FLAP PISTOL MAG POUCH 02 BACKWARD FLAP RIFLE MAG POUCH

03. BACKWARD SR MAG POUCH

04. ELASTIC TOURNIQUET HOLDER 05. TOURNIQUET HOLDER

COLOURS & CAMOS

MULTICAM® 
BLACK

MULTICAM®
ORIGINAL

BLACK STONEGREY
 OLIVE

COYOTE

• NEAR INFRARED SUPPRESSION
• Laser-cut bonded CORDURA® Laminate

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
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GOVERNMENT
PROJECTS

For many years CLAWGEAR® has supported a number of special project developments. We have worked in 
conjunction with numerous agencies both nationally and internationally. These projects are supported by 
CLAWGEAR®'s dedicated team within the product development department. 

Our Application Engineers work closely to facilitate client concepts developing into highly functional customer 
products which meet recognized quality standards. The driving goal at CLAWGEAR® is to solve client problems both 
individual and organizational through the development of innovative solutions.

For further information please contact CLAWGEAR® using the contact details provided:
professional@clawgear.com

TITAN 130 LTR PACK

MODULAR PANEL GHILLIE SUIT

MODULAR PANEL GHILLIE SUIT WITH GHILLIE THREADS

COMBAT HARNESS
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FIREARMS
SECTION

»



GUN PARTS

9MM IMPULSE SUPPRESSOR

DETAILS

• Thread: M13,5 x 1 LH
• Weight: 375 g

The CLAWGEAR® Pistol Suppressor was developed for 9mm semi-automatic Pistols. Booster/Nielsen Device to ensure a reliable 
function with a wide range of ammunition, especially when used with subsonic ammo. Made of aluminum with a stainless-steel 
blast baffle to ensure durability and provide long service life. The suppressor can be rotated/timed while mounted to the correct 
point of impact shift. Reducing the muzzle blast to a hearing-safe level (depends on the host gun and ammo).

CCW
THREAD

FLASH
RDUCTION

USER
SERVICE

PRECISION 
MACHINED

STEEL-ALLOY 
CONSTRUCTION

NON
REFLECTIVE

5.56 EXTENDED MAGAZINE BASE
The CLAWGEAR® Magazine Base Extension fits on the 5.56 PMag 10 AR/M4 3rd Generation. When installed, the capacity will not be 
increased, only the overall dimension of a 30 Round Magazine will be represented. Mag changes, gripping, and overall handling will be 
enhanced. Produced from high-quality polymer and Made in Austria.

AR-15
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE

NON
REFLECTIVE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

FEATURES

• Compatible with 5.56 PMag 10 AR/M4 3rd Generation
• No permanent modification to the magazine
• Durable polymer construction
• Made in Austria

DETAILS

• Weight: 62 g

FEATURES

• Caliber 9x19 mm
• Aluminium construction with stainless steel blast baffle
• Easy cleaning due to the disassembly option
• POI shift can be corrected while mounted
• Diameter 37mm / Length total 200 mm / Length extended 192 mm
• Threading M13,5 x1 LH (others on request)
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COMPATIBLE NON
REFLECTIVE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

USER
SERVICE

NON
REFLECTIVE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

Iron Sight Set consisting of front and rear sight

FEATURES

• Fit MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny / STANAG 4694 Rails
• Low profile/foldable when not in use
• Hardened and non-reflective coating
• Durable metal construction
• Tool-free adjustable front elevation 
 and rear windage

SLING SWIVELSPICATINNY RAIL FOR M-LOK

FLIP-UP SIGHT SET

M-LOK QD MOUNT

QD Sling compatible with all 
common QD Sling Mounts made 
from stainless steel and black coating.

FEATURES

• Body and Plunger made from stainless steel
• Chrome stainless steel ball bearings
• Black oxide finish achieving a highly 
 abrasion resistant surface
• Recessed plunger to prevent accidental 
 release and minimize snagging on gear
• Available in 1.00 inch and 1.25 inch Version 
 for different webbing and with triangle shaped  
 swivel for use with paracord

FEATURES

• Picatinny Accessory Rail for M-LOK interface 
 with 3,5,7 or 9 slots
• Special model with 10 slots and QD 
 the attachment point is also available
• Made from high-strength aluminum and a durable
 hard coat anodized finish, that meets 
 Mil-spec requirements.
• Mounting hardware included (nuts and screws),   
 with stainless steel T-Nuts to avoid corrosion. No 
 the coating that can wear off or chip away 
 when mounted and dismounted several times.

GUN PARTS

FEATURES

• Body made of steel with a black finish 
 for corrosion resistance
• Mounting point for QD swivels
• Available in different versions: 
 anti-rotation or standard
• Low profile design to reduce snagging
•Stainless steel T-Nuts to avoid corrosion. No coating  
 that can wear off or chip away when mounted and  
 dismounted several times (on the M-Lok variants)

PICANTINNY QD MOUNT

FEATURES

• Body made of steel with a black finish
 for corrosion resistance
• Mounting point for QD swivels
• Available in different versions: anti-rotation or standard
• Low profile design to reduce snagging

USER
SERVICE

STEEL-ALLOY 
CONSTRUCTION PICATINNY

NON
REFLECTIVE

LIGHT
WEIGHTPICATINNY

DETAILS

• Weight: 15-43 g
DETAILS

• Weight: 27 g

DETAILS

• FS Weight: 59 g
• RS Weight: 71 g

DETAILS

• Weight: 20 g

DETAILS

• Weight: 26 g

COMPATIBLE NON
REFLECTIVE

LIGHT
WEIGHT
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MEDIUM SHORTLONG

AK GUN PARTS

FEATURES

• NATO STANAG 4694 Rail: Nine-slot Picatinny to upgrade   
 the rifle with aiming devices or other accessories.
• Emergency Iron Sight: Integrated rear sight
• Adjustment Screw: Allows to zero the backup rear sight
• Compatible: AK-47, AKM, RPK, AK-74, and all variants with   
 the original Mauser-type adjustable rear sight.

DETAILS

• Weight: 55 g

FEATURES

• Fits on AK47 und 74 Rifles
• Made of durable Polymer
• Internal Storage Compartment

DETAILS

• Weight: 66 g

FEATURES

• Upgrade part for the CLAWGEAR® 
 AK 47 slick handguard
• Mil-STD 1913 Picatinny / Stanag 4694 rail on top
• Made from high-strength aluminum with 
 black mil-spec hard coating

DETAILS

• Weight: 80 g

AK-47 REAR SIGHT MOUNT

AK-47 GAS TUBE COVER

AK PISTOL GRIP

Upgrade to the standard wood grip.

AK HANDGUARDS
FEATURES

• Matte black non-glare surface coating to reduce reflections
• QD sling attachment point on the rear side of the handguard
• M-LOK mounting system to fit all types of M-LOK accessories: rails, vertical grips, AFG, ...
• Fits a wide variety of AK 47‘s with stamped and milled receivers
• Lightweight construction made out of high-strength aluminum with MIL-SPEC type III hard-coat anodized finish

DETAILS

• L Weight: 292 g
• M Weight: 250 g
• S Weight: 160 g

AK-47
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE

PRECISION 
MACHINED

NON
REFLECTIVE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

ALLOY
CONSTRUCTION
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AK-47
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE

NON
REFLECTIVE

AK-47
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE

NON
REFLECTIVE

ALLOY
CONSTRUCTION

AK-47
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE

NON
REFLECTIVEPICATINNY



MUZZLE DEVICE

STARBLAST COMPENSATOR

DETAILS

• Thread AR15: 1/2 x 28 UNEF
• Thread AK: M14 x 1LH
• Thread AUG: M13 x 1LH
• Weight: 81 g

STEEL
CONSTRUCTION

CCW
THREAD

FLASH
RDUCTION

AUG
COMPATIBLE

AR-15
COMPATIBLE

AK-47
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE

PRECISION 
MACHINED

NON
REFLECTIVE
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TWO CHAMBER BREAK
Two chamber break for maximum recoil reduction.

CLOSED BOTTOM
Prevents blown-up dust and debris.

AVAILABILITY
• AR-10 Blast Forward Compensator (20779)
• AKSU Blast Forward Compensator (20778)
• G3/G36 Blast Forward Compensator (20695)
• SG553 Blast Forward Compensator (20694)
• AK Blast Forward Compensator (20106)
• OA-15 Blast Forward Compensator (20105)
• AUG Blast Forward Compensator (20103)
• AR-15 Blast Forward Compensator (20104)

DETAILS
• Thread: M14x1 left
• Thread: 14mm CCW
• Weight: 85 g

TWO CHAMBER COMPENSATOR

SOF COMPENSATOR
BREACHER SPIKES
These sharp and hardened steel spikes allow the user 
to destroy barriers in CQB situations.

EXPANSION CHAMBER
The construction guides the exhaust gases in  the 
optimal direction to reduce recoil and muzzle flips.

CRUSH WASHER
Mount the SOF Compensator with the crush washer to 
ensure the correct alignment on the barrel.

CLOSED BOTTOM
Prevents blown-up dust and debris.

COMPATIBILITY  
SIG/Swiss Arms SG 553 with muzzle thread.

ATTACHMENTS
Included Crush Washer ensures the correct timing of 
the muzzle device. (AUG) The included counter nut 
ensures the correct timing of the muzzle device.

DETAILS
• Thread: 14mm CCW
• Weight: 85 g

BLAST FORWARD COMPENSATOR
3 EXPANSION CHAMBERS
The construction guides the exhaust gases in the opti-
mal direction to reduce recoil and muzzle flips.

BREACHER SPIKES
These hardened steel spikes allow the user to destroy 
barriers in CQB situations. They can also be used as a 
fastening point with the included tool.

CLOSED BODY
Forwards exhaust gases and noise away from the user.

AVAILABILITY
• AR-10 Blast Forward Compensator (20779)
• AKSU Blast Forward Compensator (20778)
• G3/G36 Blast Forward Compensator (20695)
• SG553 Blast Forward Compensator (20694)
• AK Blast Forward Compensator (20106)
• OA-15 Blast Forward Compensator (20105)
• AUG Blast Forward Compensator (20103)
• AR-15 Blast Forward Compensator (20104)

DETAILS
• Thread: M14x1 left
• Thread: 14mm CCW
• Weight: 82 g

The Starblast compensator is the newest model of the CG Muzzle devices. It is a hybrid design of a muzzle brake and compensator. 
Outfitted with the Nato A2 standard interface to provide the option to mount any suppressor or blast deflector with the NATO QD mount 
(B&T Rotex V, Steyr UMS, or the Blast Deflector from B&T). The special design on the AUG variant does not rely on the classic counter 
nut and utilizes the full length of the muzzle treading, This makes it ideal for use with a suppressor.

CW
THREAD
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AUG
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE

STEEL-ALLOY 
CONSTRUCTION

A reliable and simple option to mount a sling with 
QD sling swivels to your AUG.

FEATURES

• Quick Detach Adapter
• Hardened and non-reflective coating
• Durable metal construction

COMPATIBILITY

• Steyr AUG A1/A2
• AUG A3
• AUG A3 SF
• AUG P
• AUG Z
• AUG LMG variants
• AUG SA variants
• F88 Austeyr
• MSAR STG-556

DETAILS

• Gewicht: 137 g

AUG A3 TOP RAIL

AUG SOF QD SLING MOUNT

AUG HANDGUARD

AUG GUN PARTS

CLAWGEAR® brings a versatile and lightweight low-profile handguard to the Steyr AUG and at the same time also introduces the 
M-LOK platform to this weapon system. Sophistically engineered and fully field tested for uncompromising fight ability and operator-
friendliness. Solid one-piece construction, made of hard-coated aluminum (Mil-8625-F type III, class II) for the perfect combination of 
low weight and highest mechanical stability. The AUG M-LOK handguard features 11 holes for limitless versatility and does not interfere 
with most silencers and muzzle devices. 

DETAILS

• Weight: 142 g
COMPATIBILITY

• Steyr AUG A1/A2
• AUG A3 SF
• AUG P, AUG Z
• AUG LMG variants
• AUG SA variants
• MSAR STG-556

Does not fit AUG A3, AUG Z A3, AUG 9mm variants!

FEATURES

• Made of high-strength aluminum with 
 Mil-Spec Type III hard coat anodized finish
• Features a non-glare coating 
 to reduce reflections
• Makes the A3 rifle compatible with 
 the Clawgear AUG Handguard
• Features a 30-slot Picatinny rail 
 (NATO STANAG 4694)
• Anti-rotational QD attachment point 
 at the front

DETAILS

• Weight: 137 g

AUG
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE PICATINNY

AUG
COMPATIBLE

USER
SERVICE

PRECISION 
MACHINED

NON
REFLECTIVE

LIGHT
WEIGHTCOMPATIBLE
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Selected retailers profit from attractive wholesale conditions. To start the process of becoming a 
registered dealer with us, please complete our online dealer application form at: clawgear.com 
Describe your business activity in detail as this is an important decision criterion for setting up 
an account.

A wholesale account is only available for retailers with appropriate infrastructure (brick-and-
mortar shop or well-organized webshop) and authorization by the local authorities. Business 
activity has to be pursued full-time, and the product line must contain quality goods that are 
largely available from stock. We do not sell to any dealers conducting business out of their 
residences. Associations, martial arts schools and gyms, security companies, event and course 
organizers, drop shipment businesses, surplus dealers and other unrelated industries don‘t 
qualify for a wholesale account. Authorized retailers must be able to maintain competent advice 
to customers and aftersales services including technical first-level support.

You can apply for your dealer account in just a few steps:

HOW TO BECOME A DEALER

APPLICATION PROCESS

Visit our website.

Choose your country at the very top of the page.

Click the „Dealer“ button on the right side navigation.

Fill out the „Dealer Application Form“ online.

Get a response as soon as possible.

CLAWGEAR.COM

DEALER 

DEALER REQUEST

01

02

03

04

05
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Fig. 02

F

SIZE CHART

Fig. 01

A

C

E

D

B

Take care to make all your measurements close-fitting. Dimensions are in cm, length 
of the pants is also in inches. The figures show your own body measurements. For the 
most recent version of our size chart, please check our website.

HOW TO MEASURE CORRECTLY

CHEST SIZE / CIRCUMFERENCE

Circumference of the chest at 
armpit height. (See Fig. 01)

A

With arms slightly bent, measure 
from the shoulder joint along the 
outside length of the arm to the 
wrist. (See Fig. 01)

SLEEVE LENGTHB

Circumference of the hip on the 
widest part of the hip and bottom 
area. (See Fig. 01)

HIPS WIDTHG

WAIST SIZE / CIRCUMFERENCE

Circumference of the waist 
below the navel. (See Fig. 01)

C

INSEAM / LEG LENGTH

Measure from your crotch 
to your ankle. (See Fig. 01)

D

Measure around your head with 
a tape measure. (See Fig. 01)

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCEE

SHIRTS AND JACKETS (OBERTEILE UND JACKEN)

INTERNATIONAL XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

CHEST (BRUSTUMFANG) 86-90 cm 91-95 cm 96-100 cm 101-106 cm 107-114 cm 115-124 cm 125-134 cm

WAIST (TAILLE) 74-78 cm 79-83 cm 84-88 cm 89-94 cm 95-102 cm 103-112 cm 113-122 cm

SLEEVE (ARMLÄNGE) 62,5 cm 63,5 cm 64,5 cm 65,5 cm 66,5 cm 67,5 cm 68,5 cm

A

B

C

GLOVES (HANDSCHUHE)

SIZE (GRÖSSE) S M L XL

HAND (HANDUMFANG) 19 cm 21 cm 23 cm 25 cmF

UNDERWEAR (UNTERWÄSCHE)

INTERNATIONAL XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

CHEST (BRUSTUMFANG) 86-90 cm 91-95 cm 96-100 cm 101-106 cm 107-114 cm 115-124 cm 125-134 cm

WAIST (TAILLE) 74-78 cm 79-83 cm 84-88 cm 89-94 cm 95-102 cm 103-112 cm 113-122 cm

HIPS WIDTH  
(HÜFTUMFANG) 88-92cm 93-97 cm 98-102 cm 103-108 cm 109-116 cm 117-126 cm 127-136 cm

SLEEVE (ARMLÄNGE) 62,5 cm 63,5 cm 64,5 cm 65,5 cm 66,5 cm 67,5 cm 68,5 cm

INSEAM (SCHRITTLÄNGE) 80,3 cm 81,1 cm 81,3 cm 82 cm 82,7 cm 83,4 cm 83,7 cm

A

B

C

G

D

PANTS (HOSEN)

ALPHA SIZING XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

WAIST (TAILLE) 74-78 cm 79-83 cm 84-88 cm 89-94 cm 95-102 cm 103-112 cm 113-122 cm

HIPS WIDTH  
(HÜFTUMFANG) 88-92 cm 93-97 cm 98-102 cm 103-108 cm 109-116 cm 117-126 cm 127-136 cm

INSEAM (SCHRITTLÄNGE) 80,3 cm 81,1 cm 81,3 cm 82 cm 82,7 cm 83,4 cm 83,7 cm

C

G

D

Measure around your head with 
a tape measure. (See Fig. 02)

HAND CIRCUMFERENCEF

BELTS (GÜRTEL)

SIZE (GRÖSSE) S M L XL

WAIST (TAILLE) 80-88 cm 88-96 cm 96-104 cm 104-112 cmC

PANTS (HOSEN)

NUMERICAL SIZING 29 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44

WAIST (TAILLE) 73-76 cm 77-80 cm 81-84 cm 85-88 cm 89-93 cm 94-98 cm 99-103 cm 104-108 cm 109-113 cm

HIPS WIDTH (HÜFTUMFANG) 87-90 cm 91-94 cm 95-98 cm 99-102 cm 103-107 cm 108-112 cm 113-117 cm 118-122 cm 123-127 cm

INSEAM (SCHRITTLÄNGE) SHORT 76 cm / 30“

INSEAM (SCHRITTLÄNGE) REGULAR 81 cm / 32“

INSEAM (SCHRITTLÄNGE) LONG 86 cm / 34“

INSEAM (SCHRITTLÄNGE) EXTRA LONG 91 cm / 36“

C

G

D

D

D

D

HEADWEAR (KOPFBEDECKUNGEN)

SIZE (GRÖSSE) S/M L/XL S M L XL

HEAD (KOPFUMFANG) 54-57 cm 58-61 cm 56 cm 58 cm 60 cm 62 cmE

PLEASE NOTICE: Validityperiod of the chart!
BITTE BEACHTEN: Geltungszeitraum der Tabelle!

SHORT CUT DEFINITION
GD = Garments Department
ED = Equipment Department
FD = Firearms Department
CW = Cold Weather
LS = Longsleeve
AR = Allround
SS = Short Sleeve
LW = Lightweight
FR = Flame retardend

VALIDITYPERIOD: 2023
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